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great mystery of life, that we immediately feel in the creative"
impulse. Like every other science psychology has only
a modest contribution to make towards the better and deeper
understanding of the phenomena of life; it is no nearer
than its sisters to absolute knowledge.
We have spoken so much of the significance and meaning
of the work of art, that one can hardly suppress the theoretical
doubt whether in fact art does ' signify'. Perhaps art
itself does not intend to 'signify*, contains no sort of
' meaning', at least not in the sense in which we are now
speaking "of * meaning'. Perhaps it is like nature, which
simply is, without any intention to r signify'. Is ' meaning'
necessarily more than mere interpretation ' secreted' into
it by the need of an intellect hungry for meaning ? Art-
one might say—is beauty, and therein it finds its true aim
and fulfilment. It needs no meaning. The question of
meaning holds nothing productive for art. When I enter
the sphere of art I must certainly submit to the truth of this
statement. But when we are speaking of the relation of
psychology to the work of art we are standing outside the
realm Of art, and here it is impossible for us not to speculate.
We must interpret; we must find meaning in things, otherwise
we should be quite unable to think about them. We must
resolve life and happenings, all that fulfils itself in itself,
into images, meanings, concepts; and thereby we deliberately
detach ourselves from the living mystery. As long as we are
caught up in the creative element itself we neither see nor
understand; indeed we must not begin to understand,
for nothing is more damaging and dangerous to immediate
experience than cognition. But for the purpose of cognition
we must detach ourselves from the creative process and regard
it from without; only then does it become a picture that
expresses meanings* Then we not only may, but indeed
must speak of' meaning'. And in so doing, what was before
pure phenomenon, becomes something that in association
with other phenomena has meaning; it plays a definite

